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We’ve talked about the importance for creating an 
environment in our home so that we have “room” in our life 
and home to prioritize the building of a 7LM Life!  There are 
several approaches as to how to minimize your home.  Rather 
than a rule or formula, I’ve included my real life journey 
toward creating a peaceful home ready to build a 7LM Life! 

Find the right rhythm for YOU as you minimize and simplify 
your home. For some, it might be helpful to set aside a 
whole week to do a huge purge of your home.  For others, 
fifteen minutes a day set aside to declutter works the best!  
The key is that you have freedom mama!  Do what works 
for you!  There is not a right way and a wrong way, rather a 
strong vision and purpose to live with less stuff so that you 
are available for more relationship! 

I’ll  be sharing what works best for me as I manage over  13  
people in my home but please feel the freedom to do what’s 
best for you!  I was shocked with each child that I added, 
somehow the “things” in my home just multiplied!  There was 
another set of clothes, shoes, jackets, toys, bedding, towels, 
dishes, and just junkie little things that seemed to appear 
out of nowhere.  There was a season when I was stuck!  I 
felt like I was in quicksand, sinking in the management of a 
million things that I didn’t want without the energy to get rid 
of anything.  
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Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #1

The very first thing that I did was spend some time alone, 
praying, journaling and picturing what my home would 
look like if it was peaceful and joyful, easy to keep tidy 
and designed to foster relationship in my home.  

I spent some time writing down my core values and writing 
down how that would direct my home. I did the same thing 
with my schedule and calendar. I literally imagine every room 
free from clutter and write down any things I can think of right 
away that can go. Sometimes, if we’re not intentional, our 
core values are in conflict.  We are so tired of managing stuff 
but then don’t want to hurt anyone’s feeling for giving away 
something that they’ve given us.  We see the value in each 
individual item and yet lose sight of the value while managing 
more than we really need. We desire for our children to have 
strong sibling relationships but have such busy schedules 
that we forget to set 
aside time to foster 
relationship.  For this to 
happen, there needs to 
be ample downtime.  

Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #2

Once you have a strong 
vision for how your core values can overflow in how you 
manage your home,  be sure to communicate your heart 
to your husband (if married). 

Take the time to make sure that you’re on the same page 
when it comes to a joyful, peaceful home and how to manage 
your things. If there is a difference in vision, spend some time 
coming to peace in your relationship, listening to his heart 
and finding a compromise that is a win/win for you both.  

Remember, even in this, you are building your relational and 
role muscle.  Don’t move forward until you have completely 
this step. 
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Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #3

Together as a team, hold a family team meeting to give 
your children and family members your vision.  

Start with your core values. Remember, you’re not asking 
for their permission but of course, you are open to their 
perspective and may need to change a core value if needed.  
Then reveal your vision for a happy, peaceful home. Don’t 
be surprised if they seem resistant at first.  Go back to your 
core value list and remind yourself that because you value 
relationship over stuff, you’re on a path that will connect your 
heart together as a family even more. 

If you only have 
younger children, you 
could still call a family 
meeting but keep it 
very simple and short!  
Maybe sharing… 

“Mommy and daddy 
are going to be 

doing some cleaning 
so that we can 

have some special 
memories together.  

Can you be my 
helper?” 

If you have pre-K and older children, here’s an example of a 
family meeting that we had… 

“Hey family, we are calling this meeting to share with you 
how God has been leading our family!  As you know, mom 
and dad have been very busy trying to manage all our stuff, 
keep up with all of your schooling needs, cook healthy family 
meals, have clean clothes for everyone and balance having 
people over for hospitality, as well as have some fun family 
memories together.  We’re excited about adding some things 
to our family life as we build our Seven Life-Muscles. We’ll 
explain that more but for now, we want to tell you that our 
desire is that we can spend more time creating memories 
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together as a family, growing closer as a family and growing 
closer to God than we do managing our stuff.  We want to 
work together as team so that we can have healthy meals, 
keep our home peaceful and tidy and still invite other families 
over for special memories and fellowship.  In order to do this, 
we need to declutter and minimize all that we have.  This isn’t 
a punishment or anything bad!  This is actually a great thing 
so that we can spend more time with each other and have 
time to learn new things!  Mommy and daddy desire to have 
time to bake cookies with you, do fun science experiments, 
play games, go on coffee dates and more.  In order for us to 
have time to do this, we need to spend less time managing 
stuff, so we can have more time for you guys!” 

Almost always, this vision of having mommy and daddy’s 
focus and heart is desired above anything else, even if your 

children don’t let on to this.

Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #4

Start your minimizing project 
in a way that works best for 
you.  

Personally, I decided for 
me that it was best to take 
a “vacation week” and do a 
major purge.  In the past, I 

had tried to do just a little each day but since I didn’t see 
huge progress, I became discouraged.  Also, I have so many 
daily responsibilities that it was a burden to add another “big 
project” hanging over me. I would declutter a little, but it 
seemed that more was coming in that was going out and I 
could never get ahead. This might be the opposite for you.  
That’s completely okay!  The important part here is the vision 
to make room for the daily building of your 7LM life!  

During this week, I decided to really make things like laundry, 
dishes, and meals easier for our family.  Two days prior to the 
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start, I caught up on laundry so that I could purge laundry 
easily and would not be swapped with dirty clothes during 
this process.  The day prior to my ‘simplify and minimize’ 
project, I set aside the day for the Leisure Muscle, to rest and 
prepare for a busy week of cleaning and purging.  I chose 
a few crock pot meals and planned to order pizza so that 
I was not cooking for the week.  I also used paper plates 

and utensils and cups for easy 
clean up. 

Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #5

Spend some rest time and 
prayer the first morning of 
the project to review your 
purpose (core values) and 
pray for strength and energy. 

Not only is purging physically 
exhausting and demanding but even more emotionally 
demanding. In my opinion, this is an area where the enemy 
has kept us trapped and burdened in an effort to hinder 
relationship and muscle development. Simplifying and 
minimizing is more about a mindset than anything.  The 
question is, do we have room in our brain for a 7LM life?

Managing our emotions when it comes to purging is just as 
vital as managing our stuff.  When we are going through our 
home and uncover stuff that we haven’t seen for years, the 
memories and emotions will come flooding. Your feelings 
might be everything from sitting in a pile of stuff unsure of 
what to give or keep and feeling completely OVERWHELMED 
or unveiling painful feelings and memories from traumatic 
events in your past.  

It might uncover friendship lost, grieving the loss of a loved 
one, missing a happy season in your past, a child growing 
older grieving the end of a baby season and so much more.  
I like to keep a notebook next to my area where I’m purging 
so that I can write down any feelings or memories that I want 
to come back and process at a later time.  For now, keep in 
mind the bigger vision…to build a 7LM life!  
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Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #6

What do you get rid of and what do you keep? 

When deciding what to get rid of and what to keep, always 
start with your overall vision.  Ask yourself, is this item going 
to add joy to my life or hinder me from having time to build 
muscle in my life? If it was given to you, ask if you are keeping 
it out of obligation or because it truly brings you joy? Is it a 
special memory that you need to keep the item, or can you 
take a picture of it and keep it 
in a memory album or online 
file? 

Does the item have a place 
to fit in your home? Will it 
hinder space in your heart and 
mind to have ample room for 
relationship?  Is it a special 
item that would bring great joy to keep?  All of these are 
valid responses.  There are items to keep and items to give 
away, the difference is in how each item fits in your overall 
vision and core values.   
  

Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #7

I prefer to start with purging laundry, then each room, toys, 
crafts/art, books, then areas like closets with winter coats, 
the kitchen and finally any paperwork or office areas.  Go 
at a pace that is life-giving. Remember that you have all 
week to complete this project.

Laundry
With the laundry clean, we are ready to purge.  I bring the 
wardrobe of each child one at a time to my bed.  I make 
piles of their pants, shorts, dresses, short sleeve shirt, long 
sleeve shorts and so on.  This allows me to clearly see if 
they have too much clothes in one area or another.  I have 
a trash bag close by and a trash can. Then I choose about 
5-7 items for each pile to save.  I throw the rest in the trash 
bag to be given away to a friend or the goodwill and take it 
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straight to the back of my car when a bag is full.  That way 
it is not at risk for being taken back out by someone and 
added to the laundry. If you are unsure if you are removing 
too much clothes, keep a few items in the garage for a bit.  I 
personally have never found that I’ve reduced too much.  

With less clothes, I have discovered so much less laundry 
and have been able to maintain it much easier. I do this for 
each child and end with myself.  When it comes to older 
children and teens that can go through their own clothes, I 
allow them to keep as much as they’d like as long as they 
keep it tidy and easily managed.  They will need to own their 
own simplified, minimized life but as you model a tidy home 
full of joy and peace, they are more likely to want the same. 

Each Room
Once the laundry is complete, I like to purge bedrooms room 
by room.  This allows me to focus on something different 
so that I don’t get bored.  I begin by taking all the sheets 
off and throwing them in the wash so that when the room 
is decluttered, it will also be clean and tidy. Usually, I pull 
everything to one side of the room or out of the room.  When 
I’m overwhelmed, I close my eyes and visualize what the 
room will look like when it is complete. I also picture the 
games, baking, crafts, etc that I want to play with my children 
that I’ll have time for since I won’t be managing so much. 
I like the bedrooms to be as empty 
as possible for several reasons.  It 
provides ample room to take a bin 
of toys (one at a time) and play 
since the space is empty. It allows 
an area for one-on-one games or 
conversation as a couple can slip 
away to visit. (We have an open-door 
policy in our home to ensure that 
there aren’t any relational issues that 
will need to be directed). I also like 
that when we work as a family team 
for pick up, we have the main areas 
to pick up instead of each individual 
room as well. 
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If my home allows, my favorite is to use the laundry room 
or closet for all the little one’s clothes so that I can manage 
all the clothes in one area.  They simply go, pick up their 
clothes and change in the bathroom.  If clothes need to be 
in the room, then I try to really minimize the clothes and 
ensure that there is extra space for the clothes to fit easily 
into the drawer. Likewise, if I can keep a few bins of toys in 
a common area like a playroom, living room or basement, 
then I prefer not to have those in the room.  If toys need to 
be stored in a child’s room, I like to store them high or in a 
closet so that they can not be dumped and leave a room in 
constant need of picking up.  This also allows you to train 
your children to pick one thing, play and then pick it up.  This 
helps the room to stay tidy and neat, easily for the children 
to manage on their own at all times.

Toys
This is a big one when your home has become overrun with 
toys! If possible, I like to start this one in the morning and if 
possible, have my husband take the kids for the morning or 
the day.  Again, I like to pull all the toys into one area, organize 
and sort to give away.  One thing that always hindered 
my minimizing regarding toys was a fear that my children 

wouldn’t have enough to 
play with. I have discovered 
that most children would 
prefer quality time with 
mom over an abundance of 
toys.  I prefer toys that can 
be used by many children at 
various ages. Toys that foster 
imagination are also high on 
my list. 

By far, I have found that the 
less toys that you have, it often results in more time to foster 
relationship, build muscle and have fun family memories.  

Currently, I have a large bin of Legos, Duplo blocks, wooden 
blocks, play mobile, bin of doll house supplies, a couple 
baby dolls and some trains/cars.  This is plenty for all of my 
children to play with.  They are stored under our stairs and 
can be brought out a bin at a time.  Each child also has one 
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tub that fits nicely under their bed or closet with a few of their 
special things that are just theirs. Keep in mind that when it 
comes to toys, less is more in quality and enrichment to our 
lives.

Art/Craft Supplies
It is my belief that all children 
should have access to basic 
art/craft supplies. Sometimes 
it can be hard to want to get 
dirty and pull out the finger 
paints, but this can be such 
a family building activity that 
can be easily cleaned.  I have 
found that I have too many art 
supplies if I cannot get to them 

easily and they don’t have a “home” that fits easily where they 
belong.  Art/craft supplies are best if they are used.  At one 
point, I had boxes and boxes of awesome and expensive art/
craft supplies, most of which had been given to our family.  
However, it felt so overwhelming to get it out and put it away.  
Nothing was used often as it was not accessible easily. It 
is better to have basic supplies like water paints, crayons, 
scissors, glue and paper that is used regularly than to have 
the latest and the best. My home usually dictates how many 
craft supplies is too much.  I usually use a shelf or two on 
a closet to store all of my art supplies, except everyday art 
supplies that I store on our craft/school table. 

Games
Games can be a great addition 
to your family life.  They build 
memories and can teach so 
many good character skills 
such as being unselfish, loosing 
with grace or winning with 
humbleness. Like anything, 
too many games can be still 
too much to manage. Even 
really good games.  Be sure to 
keep games that you will use and have room to store easily. 
I store mine on a shelf in my art closet.
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School Supplies 
Whether you homeschool, or your child goes to school, a 
designated area to enrich the Learning Muscle is helpful. If you 
homeschool, school books and reading books can overtake 
your home and be extremely costly. In fact, in one season of 
my homeschool, I had several expensive curriculum options in 
my home because I was always won over that the next thing 

would be better, easier, 
etc. The best curriculum 
will never magically build 
your 7LM life.  I made the 
commitment that I would 
not buy another thing 
until I used what I had.  I 
was able to go for about 
five years without buying 
another item. 

One way to simplify and 
minimize is to make good 
use of what you have.  

I currently have been able to switch all of our academic 
studies that includes much of their studies in one book.  This 
has allowed me to really simplify and minimize so many 
school books for our large family and I love it!  For books, 
I like to store most of them on a book shelf, having book 
baskets around the house for easy pick up of books that 
we’re currently reading.  

Winter clothes/jackets and summer supplies 
We have a stackable laundry bin for each child with their 
winter clothes in.  Each bin contains a snow hat, two or three 
pairs of snow gloves, snow pants, snow boots, etc. We live 
in an area where we get a lot of snow, so this is helpful.  
During the summer, the winter clothes are stored in a bin in 
the garage and the summer shoes, hats, lifejackets, et.c are 
stored in the same bin the winter clothes were in.  Having 
so many children at home, we have found great success in 
having one light jacket and one heavy jacket.  If the other 
children have other special jackets or clothes, they hang 
them in their closet.  Even with 13 people, one jacket per 
person can be hung in the closet nicely. 
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At this point, you’re really getting somewhere!  Keep 
going, you’re almost done!!!  And a peaceful, tidy home is 

just around the corner!

Kitchen
This is another area that 
can be so overwhelming.  I 
suggest also starting this one 
at the beginning of the day. 
There are many ideas on how 
to minimize your kitchen.  I 
have once again found that 
less is more when it comes 
to organizing and maintaining 
a clean kitchen.  Remember, 
whatever you decide to keep 
is an agreement that you will 
maintain it. 

Some have found that they prefer to have a certain color of 
bowl, plate and cup per child. The intent is that each child 
must wash their own dish after each meal, keeping things 
simple and manageable.  

While I do like this approach, I much prefer doing a rotation 
of dishes between our family team since we have several 
little ones that are not quite ready to take on this chore.  It 
also allows the kitchen to not have 13 people trying to rinse 
their dish at the same time.  This can be very helpful for 
some though.  I also really desire to dress my table up from 
time to time.  

In the past, I have had several dish sets for various holidays 
or everyday meals.  Someday, when I don’t have so much 
to manage, I may do this again.  However, in this season, 
when I need to keep things simplified and minimal, I really 
love my current set up.  My mother-in-law gifted me a set of 
white Corelle dishes last year.  I love that they are practically 
unbreakable an since they are white, they are easy to dress 
up for holidays by adding decorations or napkins or just use 
or everyday use.  I have several different mugs so that we can 
remember our cup throughout the day easier and different 
color plastic cups for the children. 
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When you are organizing and minimizing your kitchen, think 
about how often that you use that item in your kitchen. If 
you use it once or twice a month, you may consider giving 
it away.  For example, a salad spinner can be large to store 
and salad can be washed and dried by other methods.  

Unless you have ample room in your kitchen, this may be 
one kitchen item that you don’t need.  Take the time to label 
organize your spices, flours, and measuring cups. 

The very best step toward minimizing your kitchen is to create 
space in your home for clutter free counters. For things that 
you love and use often, create a cozy space for coffee mugs, 
filters and coffee beans.  Or display a tray with your favorite 
teas, and tea mug. Take a look around your kitchen and think 
about how to create a peaceful environment in your kitchen 
that when clean, offers a place of rest and refreshment. 

Bathroom/Towels/Sheets
This is an area that can 
also become cluttered very 
easily.  Believe it or not, there 
was a season when I had so 
many sheets that they would 
fall out of my closet when I 
would open the door.  I have 
found that having just a few 
extra sheets than the ones 
on each bed is enough.  If 

there is a bed-wetting accident or sickness in the night, there 
are a few extras.  I do the same with towels.  Enough for 
each person in our family with a few more than guests.  You 
wouldn’t believe how much laundry is reduced when you 
have less to wash.  

Take the time to toss out what you rarely use in your bathroom.  
I prefer to keep non-toxic cleaning supplies in the bathroom 
ready for a quick cleaning as well as cleaning out each door.  
When it comes to bathroom, I have found that simple is 
better.  Use bins for loose items like make-up, medicine, etc.  
There are often things that you hardly ever use but bought 
so it is hard to toss.  
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Remember, whatever you keep you’re agreeing to manage 
so be generous with what you give away.  You want to have 
time for the things that really matter in life! 

Paperwork
Finally, let’s tackle that office 
and paperwork. I saved 
this for last because this is 
often a pretty big job, but 
I can often be done while 
sitting. Hang in there, you’re 
almost done and well on 
your way to a minimized 
home!  Once we get this 

paperwork organized, you’ll be able to easily maintain this 
area of your life and keep things better organized.

Start by looking over your room and doing any large overall 
decluttering. If you have a home office, getting rid of any 
needless furniture will go a long way. A good desk and file 
cabinet will go a long way to meeting your needs.  If you 
have loads of paperwork, perhaps using the kitchen table 
would be best so that you can spread out. Be sure to have a 
trash can close by.  If you haven’t’ gone through paperwork 
recently, there will probably be quite a bit that is out of date 
and can be easily thrown away.  I also keep a pile of file 
folders on the table and create a new file when I come across 
a need.  

For example, if I find a bunch of old cards that I’d like to keep, 
I label a file folder and add them to the file to be added to 
the filing cabinet.  As you go through each paper, you will 
sort, bills, important papers, etc. You can also find papers 
that need to be addressed very soon.  Place this in a file 
labeled important to do. 

Once you are organized, to maintain your paperwork easily, 
here are a few tips.  Only touch papers once as they enter 
your home. For example, when you get the mail, file or toss 
each piece of mail so that your paperwork does not begin 
to pile. If you add important papers to you “to do” folder or 
bills to your bill folder, go ahead and write on your calendar 
or to do list the bills and things that are urgent and need 
to be done. This enables you to avoid paying bills late or 
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missing other important details.  If I really don’t have time to 
do any paperwork, I have a box where I can toss everything 
so that my desk does not get cluttered.  I then set aside a 
time soon to go through the box of paperwork, but it is not 
nearly as overwhelming!

When it comes to children’s artwork, schoolwork and 
paperwork, I like to keep a file for each child and keep my 
favorite ones.  You can also take pictures of their work to show 
them someday.  I have discovered after having 12 children 
that the greatest joy comes in the creating and the giving. 
Once they have been displayed for a bit, I can place them in 
the file, take a picture or toss them.  

Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #8

Outdoor and Garage Areas
This may take a group effort 
to purge and clean.  Plan a 
day off soon when your family 
team can clean the garage.  
Just a reminder, whatever is 
in the garage may creep into 
the house over time causing 

your home to be decluttered again.  Be sure to take this final 
step of keeping only what builds up your 7LM life so that 
you can foster an environment of building and growth.

Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #9

So, now you’ve simplified and minimized your home!  
Remember that your purpose is not just to have a perfectly 
Pinterest home with a pressure to keep is perfectly clean!  
The Purpose is to build a strong core that can overflow into 
a world in need!  

Use the time that you used to spend cleaning and managing 
your stuff to build Core-Life Muscles, create favorite family 
memories and reach out to others through hospitality!  This 
7LM life is not for us but for others for God’s glory!  
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Simplify & Minimize
Action Step #10

The next step after removing 
stuff from your home is to 
refill it with the things that 
really matter!  

The things that are eternal!  
We’ve laid the foundation 
but now we need to add joy, 
peace, hope, fellowship, truth 
and grace to our home!  We 
need to focus on relationship 
and discover new ways to find 
and live out our Life-Purpose!  

Your home is now ready for building and strengthening 
your Seven Life-Muscles!  

Watch for upcoming “workouts”, classes, seminars and 
podcasts equipping you with muscle building vision and 

tools for a healthy life as we mobilize for His glory!  
Stay tuned!
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